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Abstract
Regional access networks play an essential role in connecting
both wireline and mobile users to the Internet. Today’s access
networks support 5G cellular phones, cloud services, hospital
and financial services, and remote work essential to the modern economy. Yet long-standing economic and architectural
constraints produce points of limited redundancy that leave
these networks exposed to targeted physical attacks resulting
in widespread outages. This risk was dramatically shown in
December 2020, when a bomb destroyed part of AT&T’s regional access network in Nashville, Tennessee disabling 911
emergency dispatch, air traffic control, hospital networks, and
credit card processing, among other services.
We combine new techniques for analyzing access-network
infrastructure deployments with measurements of large-scale
outages to demonstrate the feasibility and quantify potential
impacts of targeted attacks. Our study yields insights into
physical attack surfaces and resiliency limits of regional access networks. We analyze potential approaches to mitigate
the risks we identify and discuss drawbacks identified by network operators. We hope that our empirical evaluation will
inform risk assessments and operational practices, as well as
motivate further analyses of this critical infrastructure.
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Introduction

Regional access networks are an essential component of the
Internet infrastructure: they connect end users to the rest of
the Internet. In order to balance reliability and performance
against the enormous cost of providing last-mile connectivity
to vast populations of geographically distributed users, access
networks aggregate customer traffic into layers of central offices that are connected with varying degrees of redundancy.
Unlike backbone networks, access networks often lack sufficient redundancy to withstand single-facility failures and a
recent study showed that third parties can infer these points of
limited redundancy [1]. Troublingly, physical attacks against
regional access network infrastructure are becoming increasingly common [2–5].
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Today’s regional access networks are far more critical
than when they were first deployed, with ballooning realworld impacts of network outages. No longer just conduits
of landline telephone and cable TV, modern access networks
support 4/5G cellular phones, cloud services, hospital and
financial services, and the remote work essential to the modern economy. Perhaps the most dramatic illustration of these
inter-dependencies occurred in December 2020 when a bomb
disconnected an AT&T network facility in Nashville, Tennessee [6]. This single event took the entirety of AT&T’s
wireline and wireless network in the Nashville area offline for
several days. It also disconnected 911 emergency services [7],
grounded flights by taking air traffic control offline [8], prevented hospitals from reaching remote records and health-care
providers [9], and even halted credit card processing [10]. We
believe these circumstances demand a clear-eyed assessment
of the threats to regional access network infrastructure and a
reconsideration of the operational trade-offs occurring today.
In this paper, we evaluate the ways in which regional Internet access networks are at risk of physical attack in an
effort to better inform the cost-benefit analysis of existing and
future deployments. We perform a large-scale measurement
campaign to study the impact of infrastructure failures on realworld access networks. Specifically, we continuously monitor
users of the primary access networks in several regions of
the United States for a year. When we observe large correlated outages, we identify the portion of the access network
topology that likely failed using a technique we introduce in
this work. To our knowledge, this is the first public study to
assess the potential impacts of physical attacks on the regional
access network infrastructure in the U.S.
Furthermore, we show how operational practices may facilitate targeted attacks. For example, regulations often require
providers to record locations of their diesel fuel storage and
battery backup power systems in local hazardous-materials
registries. We demonstrate that an attacker often can identify
the physical infrastructure serving a particular region based
upon a set of design patterns: access networks typically have
well-segregated coverage areas. As a result, an attacker can

infer the infrastructure providing service to a particular target
area by, e.g., wardriving nearby public WiFi hotspots.
We hope that our work will spur further analyses of this
critical infrastructure. This paper makes the following contributions:
• We identify concrete threats to operational regional
access networks. Through conversations with operators at
the largest U.S. access networks and by analyzing recent
results on mapping access network topology [1], we describe
how the redundant power and packet-transport infrastructure
currently in place to withstand natural events is insufficient
for intentional attacks.
• We study the root cause and impact of large access network outages. We combine inferred network infrastructure
maps with continuous reachability measurements to millions
of access network customers to detect outages and identify
the failed infrastructure. We investigate outages of different
magnitudes in detail, including the Nashville bombing. These
outages indicate that the scale of an attack’s impact can be
expected to range from thousands to hundreds-of-thousands
of users, and the duration to span hours to days.
• We show that targeted attacks can be launched without insider information. By combining public hazardousmaterial datasets with targeted use of the ubiquitous traceroute
tool, we show that an attacker can learn the location of infrastructure whose failure will disconnect specific areas. We
demonstrate feasibility in three different networks.
• We explore potential ways to mitigate risks. Access
networks must balance infrastructure security with manageability and cost, and we explore trade-offs associated with
mitigating physical threats to the infrastructure.
Ethical considerations. The Menlo Report [11, 12] explicitly addresses stakeholders such as network/platform owners
in the context of revealing information about critical infrastructure that may provide advantages to adversarial actors.
These principles, and feedback from network operators, guide
our approach to anonymization and disclosure of details about
networks. We anonymize details when we explore the attack surface of different networks (§6 and §7), but do not
anonymize networks or locations in case studies (§5) when
those details appear in the public press. All three operators
we consulted were eager to understand what could be gleaned
about their infrastructure by a capable independent third party
and how they could raise the bar for attacks.
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Figure 1: Access network hierarchy: EdgeCO routers aggregate customers and AggCO routers aggregate EdgeCOs.
tinue to function as normal after incurring a fiber or power
cut. However, physical attacks that damage the backup systems as well can lead to widespread outage, as we will show.
To understand this risk, we describe the general architecture
of Internet access networks (§2.1) and discuss where access
networks deploy topological redundancy (§2.2).

2.1

Key Topological Elements

Access networks consist of dense deployments of fiber optic
cables—and often also powered equipment—in nearly every
neighborhood in the geographic regions where they provide
service (e.g., a metropolitan area). To provide Internet access,
each access network connects back to a small number of
Internet backbone routers in one or more Internet Points-ofPresence (PoPs). Providers design their networks to achieve
this connectivity efficiently by aggregating traffic through a
hierarchy of facilities known as central offices (COs): these
buildings aggregate traffic with last-mile link technologies
and switches, and pass traffic up or down the hierarchy with
inter-CO routers.
The general network topology of a typical access network
is shown in Fig. 1. An Edge CO (or EdgeCO) aggregates
traffic from hundreds to thousands of customers over last-mile
links; e.g., cable, DSL, and fiber. Similarly, an Aggregation
CO (or AggCO) aggregates traffic from dozens of EdgeCOs
providing service for hundreds of thousands of users—often
across metropolitan areas or entire states. Backbone Points of
Presence (Backbone PoPs) aggregate traffic from one or more
AggCOs and provide Internet transit services over a backbone
network operated by the ISP or another provider.

Background: Access Network Topology

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) design access networks with
significant redundancy to withstand common failures that occur through random chance, like trees falling on overhead
fiber or mains power outages. This redundancy provides some
protection against physical attacks as well: networks can con-

2.2

Redundant Infrastructure

Based on the topologies of major U.S. access networks revealed in recent work [1] and conversations with network
operators, we explore differences in how ISPs deploy redundancy at different layers of regional access networks.

Some networks deploy redundant last-mile connections
using fiber rings, letting them survive a single fiber cut to the
ring. Well-provisioned networks may even terminate the ring
at two different EdgeCOs to provide CO-level redundancy,
although deploying and maintaining multiple last-mile connections is expensive. In most networks it is only economical
to deploy a single last-mile link to each customer. Without
redundancy, a single cut to a last-mile cable bundle will disconnect all customers downstream from the EdgeCO on that
fiber strand. Additionally, depending on the last-mile technology used in the network (DOCSIS cable, DSL, etc.), an
attacker may be able to disconnect multiple users by cutting a
single link in a neighborhood (e.g., DOCSIS feeder coax).
EdgeCOs aggregate thousands of last-mile links that terminate at specialized devices inside the CO; e.g., CMTS in
cable networks or DSLAM in DSL networks. Often, adding
redundant last-mile links to different EdgeCOs is cost prohibitive, so customers connect to a single EdgeCO. As a result,
an EdgeCO outage will disconnect all downstream last-mile
customers. A group of EdgeCOs connect to one or more
AggCOs through a fiber ring. When a group of EdgeCOs
connects to two or more AggCOs, each AggCO interconnects
with each EdgeCO in one direction around the ring, allowing
the EdgeCO to survive a single AggCO outage.
Smaller regional networks contain a single AggCO layer
with one or two AggCOs. If there is only one AggCO, then an
attacker can disconnect the entire region by attacking that one
CO; if there are multiple, the network can survive one going
down. Larger regions often employ multiple AggCO layers,
where some AggCOs might only aggregate traffic from other
AggCOs. Some providers split their aggregation layers into
two or more subregions and use separate fiber rings with one
or two AggCOs, so a failure of one ring will not take down
all of the region’s EdgeCOs.
At the top of the aggregation hierarchy, one or more AggCOs, which serve as entry points into the regional access
network, connect to one or two Backbone PoPs, and occasionally interconnect with large transit ISPs as well. If a region
only has one Backbone PoP and that PoP is taken offline, all
customers in that region will be disconnected from the Internet. In regions that have more than one AggCO and Backbone
PoP, each AggCOs usually connects to a different Backbone
PoP. This configuration allows the the entire region to fail
over to the other Backbone PoP if one Backbone PoP fails.

3

Threat Model

This section describes the physical attacks we consider on
regional access networks, where the attacker’s objective is to
cause widespread connectivity outages. We first discuss how
an attacker—without insider knowledge—can damage physical plant, such as fiber and power (§3.1). Then we discuss
why existing redundancy insufficiently addresses the threat
of intentional attack (§3.2).

3.1

Attacker Capabilities

In this work, we show how an attacker without insider knowledge can cause large-scale outages. We demonstrate that motivated attackers can combine network measurement tools with
public information to identify minimum cuts in the access
network dependency graph and target specific users.
Attackers can damage underground and overhead fiber.
Access networks are built out of fiber optic cables containing bundles of fiber optic strands that are deployed aerially
along telephone poles or underground in cable vaults. In both
cases, the fiber runs unprotected over large distances, and
attackers can cut them using widely available wire cutters.
Attackers can visually identify a provider’s cables because
they often use fiber ID tags on aerial lines, and marker poles
and labeled cable vaults on underground lines. An attacker
can reach aerial fiber by climbing telephone poles or damaging the poles themselves [13] and cut underground fiber with
digging equipment or by accessing the cable vault. An individual attacker can also cut multiple fiber bundles in different
locations before the ISP can repair the fiber. Simply detecting
the location of damaged fiber can take minutes to hours [14],
in part because the provider must dispatch repair crews to the
fault location(s).
Recent examples demonstrate the risks for fiber deployments. For instance, between 2009 and 2016 there were more
than a dozen incidents of vandals cutting fiber optic cables in
California [4]. Two of the attacks disrupted AT&T’s access
network for hours and led them to offer a $250,000 reward
for information about the culprits [2, 3].
Attackers can disrupt mains power and backup fuel. Access networks require power inside facilities and out in the
field to maintain network operations. An attacker can cut the
mains power serving this infrastructure, forcing the network
to rely on backup power, and that backup power may run
out; e.g., due to lack of fuel. Also, an attacker can damage
the mains and backup power simultaneously, which is what
occurred in the Nashville bombing [10].

3.2

Threats to Fiber and Power Redundancy

ISPs design COs and last-mile links with redundancy to continue operating in the face of a single fiber cut or loss of
power. Across ISPs, the conventional approach is duplicating
nearly every piece of infrastructure related to power and network transport, such that if one component fails, the redundant
component can seamlessly take over.
Fiber Rings. ISPs physically deploy fibers in a ring topology to aggregate traffic from multiple COs to the CO in the
next hierarchy level because rings are resilient to a single
fiber cut at any location on the ring: traffic can route in the
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Figure 3: An attacker must disable either a CO’s redundant
power or redundant fiber to induce a failure.
remaining direction around the ring to maintain connectivity
until the fiber cut is repaired [15–18]. If an attacker cuts a
fiber ring in two places, however, it will disconnect all COs
and customers downstream of both cuts. Some fiber rings
are especially susceptible to this attack because economic or
geographic constrains might force an ISP to run both sides of
the ring close together (Fig. 2).
Backup Power. COs are typically provisioned with backup
power that seamlessly maintains operation during a power outage for approximately 24 hours until the mains power returns.
Although mains and backup power are largely independent,
they generally meet at a central power control system. This
presents an opportunity for an attacker to induce an outage
that takes both systems offline.
A physical attack can proceed in three phases: (1) The
attacker selects the customers they want to take offline, or
the ISP they want to damage. (2) The attacker finds the fiber
or power nearest to those customers or ISP’s facilities by
looking for markings on cables and vaults. (3) The attacker
cuts fiber and/or or disables power. Fig. 3 shows how an
attacker can disconnect part of the access network by either

Experiment Methodology

Having established that access network COs remain vulnerable to intentional attack, we empirically measure the expected
impact of a CO outage. Specifically, after a successful attack,
we examine how many users would likely experience an outage, and for how long. We design a measurement study of
the three largest residential ISPs in the U.S.—Comcast, Spectrum, and AT&T—with two goals: (1) estimate the number of
customers connected to COs across the U.S., and (2) leverage
weather, accidents, and vandalism to empirically learn the
scale and duration of CO outages.
Our analysis of CO outages proceeds in three stages. First,
we create maps of each regional access network that capture
the CO-level topology (§4.1). Second, we infer the customer
IP address space connected to each CO (§4.2). Third, we
continually send probes to customers of the access networks to
observe when a CO experiences an outage and to measure the
outage duration (§4.3). When possible, we add context from
news stories to confirm that an attacker could intentionally
recreate the failures we observe.

4.1

Mapping Regional Access Topologies

Our experiment touches 22 of the regional access networks
that Comcast, Spectrum, and AT&T deploy across 14 U.S.
states. We conduct large-scale measurements to create COlevel maps of these regional access networks.
At the core of our technique, we use the traceroute tool to
reveal router IP addresses between a measurement vantage
point (VP) and an arbitrary destination. Traceroute induces
a single response from each router along the path containing the IP address assigned to an interface on the router. To
increase the likelihood that our path measurements reveal
all active paths through the regional networks, we use measurement VPs distributed across the U.S. Our VPs conduct
traceroutes to customers connected to the networks, revealing
the IP topology of each regional access network. We use the
same techniques as Zhang et al. [1] to infer CO interconnections and aggregation hierarchies in each access network from
the IP topologies.

4.2

Mapping Customers to COs

The techniques from Zhang et al. [1] reveal CO interconnections, and substantial prior work observed last-mile outages [19–22], but no prior work has tied those outages to
network facilities. To support tying outages to COs in Comcast and Spectrum, we also create mappings from customer
address space to COs; i.e., the IP address ranges used by
customers attached to a given CO. In the access networks,
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Figure 4: The routers and CMTSes inside EdgeCOs appear in
traceroute paths.

each CO assigns addresses to customer devices from a pool of
addresses allocated to that CO. That pool consists of hundredsto-thousands of IPv4 /26 subnets, and we infer the pool of
residential /26s for each CO in Comcast and Spectrum.
Mapping from customer IPs to COs would be trivial if
DNS names always indicated the CO for the IP address immediately before the customer in a traceroute path, but many
of those addresses either lack a CO identifier or lack DNS
names entirely. Instead, we leverage technical details of cable
access-network infrastructure to infer comprehensive CO-toaddress mappings. In particular, the cable modem termination
systems (CMTS) housed inside cable-network COs respond
to traceroute probes, so one hop prior to the customer is the
CMTS, and two hops prior is a router in the same CO [23]
(Fig. 4). By sending traceroutes to every residential customer
IP address, we construct a directed interface graph with edges
between immediately adjacent hops. We cluster each customer
IP address with all preceding addresses within distance two,
allowing us to infer a CO mapping for the cluster rather than
separate mappings for the individual IP addresses. The transitive closure of each cluster includes the customers, CMTS
devices, and routers that all map to the same CO. Finally, we
use the CO identifiers that Comcast and Spectrum include in
many—but not all—hostnames for their router and CMTS IP
addresses to map clusters to COs.
When EdgeCOs have multiple CMTS devices, we might
observe different routers prior to disjoint sets of CMTSes,
creating two different clusters for a single CO. We evaluated this potential problem on Spectrum’s access networks,
which have good hostname coverage for EdgeCO router IP
addresses. Clustering the IP addresses created 860 clusters
where a hostname let us infer the CO identifier. Only 7.2%
of the clusters received an identifier that was also assigned to
another cluster, indicating a partial CO cluster. Our approach
appears to work well for the other 92.8% of the CO clusters.
For AT&T, traceroutes to most residential customers failed
to induce responses from routers within the access network.
As a result, we only mapped AT&T customers to COs in one
regional network and partially mapped customers in another
region. We used the same technique as Zhang et al. [1] to
estimate the customers connected to EdgeCOs by conducting
traceroutes from various locations within the access network.

To detect CO outages, we continuously test reachability to
the residential customers in each regional access network.
Testing reachability of customers—rather than routers in the
COs—ensures that any event we detect actually disconnected
customers; i.e., the redundancy in the network failed to prevent an outage. We detect CO outages when all customers
that depend on the CO experience an outage simultaneously.
We test reachability for Comcast and Spectrum by pinging
access network customer addresses every ten minutes from
three different VPs. We ping a static set of customer addresses
consisting of 50% of the customer addresses for each network
across 14 different U.S. states. Using this customer sample
allows us to comprehensively detect outages at 10-minute
granularity while bringing the financial cost of virtual machines and egress traffic from the cloud within our constraints.
Three VPs ping each customer in our set in every ten-minute
round, and we consider a customer responsive in a round if it
responds to any of the three pings.
To detect CO-level outages, we find 10-minute rounds
where all customers of a CO failed to respond to all three
VPs. First, we compute the median number of responses for
each CO and /26 subnet across all 10-minute rounds in each
week of data. To reduce the likelihood of misclassifying lastmile failures, dynamic IP address reassignment, or transient
customer device unresponsiveness as CO-level failures, we
only consider COs with a median of at least 100 responding
customers spread across 20 or more /26 subnets. Next, we
iterate over each 10-minute round to identify COs without
any responding customers, and the number of consecutive 10minute rounds with no responding customers quantifies the
outage duration. Using the CO interconnection maps we can
also infer failures higher up in the access network aggregation
hierarchy, when all EdgeCOs dependent on a set of AggCOs
fail simultaneously.
We cannot detect outages in AT&T with the same granularity, since AT&T customer devices generally did not respond
to our pings. Instead, we use traceroutes toward AT&T customers to observe when portions of an access network disappear at the same time; i.e., when previously observable COs
disappear from the traceroutes. CAIDA’s Ark [24] measurement platform uses globally distributed VPs to continually
send traceroutes to every IPv4 /24 multiple times a day [25].
To detect outages, we look for periods of time where all traceroutes from Ark VPs fail to observe one or more COs. Ark
conducts traceroutes less frequently than we conduct our
pings for Comcast and Spectrum, so we can only observe
AggCO outages that last for several hours in AT&T.

5

Outage Case Studies

We collected outage data for Comcast and Spectrum between
August 2020 and December 2021 (Fig. 5) and looked for
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CO Type

ISP 1

ISP 2

ISP 3

Total

Backbone PoP
AggCO
EdgeCO

0
4
40

0
1
24

1
0
0

1
5
64

Total

44

25

1

70

Table 1: Observed outages in Comcast, Spectrum, and AT&T.

AT&T outages in the December 2020 Ark traceroutes. We
observe 70 outages where our reachability tests failed to reach
any customer behind a CO (Table 1). Five outages affected all
EdgeCOs downstream of a set of AggCOs, indicating problems either at or near the AggCOs. We observed at least one
CO outage in 11 out of the 14 states we probed. The outages mostly lasted between 50–200 minutes, with the median
outage lasting 1 hour and 10 minutes (Fig. 6), and typically
affecting 4,800–34,000 customers. The longest outage lasted
nearly 3 days following Hurricane Ida in Louisiana, and the
largest outage disconnected an entire access network in California that serves over 2M customers for 50 minutes.
Our approach cannot distinguish scheduled maintenance
outages from failures, and ISPs cannot reroute customers during scheduled maintenance that requires disconnecting a CO.
Because networks often perform scheduled maintenance between 00:00–05:59 local time [26, 27], we classify an outage
as overnight if it occurs within that time window. Fig. 6 shows
that while overnight outages tend to be short, they can cover
many customers.
The remainder of this section discusses specific outages (Table 2) that suggest the potential impact of successful physical
attacks against access networks. We withhold CO locations
when not revealed in news stories.

5.1

Case Studies: Backbone PoP Outage

The AT&T backbone PoP failure in Nashville, Tennessee
caused widespread outages. On December 25, 2020, a van
exploded on the street outside the AT&T Nashville backbone PoP. The explosion disconnected the facility from mains
power and caused the backup generators to fail [10]. Battery
backups maintained operations for several hours but the PoP
went offline when they exhausted.

106
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102
103
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104

Figure 6: Outage duration and number of affected customers.
We classify each outage as either overnight, when scheduled
maintenance is common [26, 27], or daytime.

Backbone PoP
(CRS Routers)

AT&T Nashville Regional Access Network

Figure 7: The AT&T Nashville access network relies on a single Backbone PoP. When that facility failed, it disconnected
this entire access network from the Internet.

The PoP failure disconnected all AT&T wireline customers
in the greater Nashville metropolitan area, but AT&T provides more than residential Internet access over the wireline
access network. AT&T wireless also used the access network
facilities to reach the AT&T backbone [10]. Worse still, 911
emergency services [7], air traffic control [8], and hospitals [9]
all relied on that AT&T access network for communication.
News reports explain how the PoP failed [10], but not why
the single PoP failure disconnected hundreds of thousands
of AT&T customers in and around Nashville, as well as vital services in the area. To understand why, we generate a
topology map of AT&T’s Nashville access network with Ark
traceroutes (Fig. 7), and compare that to the observable topology during the 24 hours after the explosion. The maps reveal that all traffic into the Nashville access network passed
through two core routers (i.e., CRS routers). During the outage, these two routers—and all routers previously observed
downstream of the CRS routers—disappeared from the topol-

Failure Type

ISP

COs

Duration

Customers

Location

Date

Time

Backbone PoP Outage (§5.2)
Single PoP
AT&T

41

31 hours

229,632

Nashville, TN

2020-12-25

07:10

AggCO Outages (§5.2)
Multiple AggCOs
Spectrum
Degraded Service
AT&T

44
0

2 hours
16 hours

388,608
0

Maine
San Diego, CA

2021-04-05
2020-12-20

17:20
08:16

EdgeCO Outages (§5.3)
Multiple EdgeCOs Spectrum
Single EdgeCO
Comcast

12
1

30 minutes
40 minutes

294,400
3072

Los Angeles, CA
Rio Vista, CA

2021-02-22
2021-02-25

18:00
16:20

Table 2: Our case studies suggest the potential duration and scale of successful attacks against access network COs.
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Figure 8: Ark traceroutes reached AT&T customers outside
the city limits (black border) via the Nashville CRS routers.
/24 prefixes (red dots) geolocated with NetAcuity.

ogy, indicating that the explosion took the CRS routers offline.
This explanation is congruent with AT&T outage reports indicating that both CRS routers in Nashville experienced an
outage [28], and an operator at AT&T confirmed that a single
facility houses both CRS routers.
We confirmed that all AT&T customers throughout the
greater metropolitan area relied on those CRS routers (Fig. 8),
explaining the geographic scale of the outage. Like Zhang
et al. [1], we revealed AT&T’s CO-topology in Nashville by
conducting traceroute probing from publicly available WiFi
access points in April 2021. We connected to three McDonalds’ and eight business WiFi networks available through
Instabridge [29] around the city that are AT&T customers,
sending traceroutes from each location to destinations outside

AT&T’s network. Every traceroute from the eleven customers
passed through one of the CRS routers in the Nashville PoP.
The Ark traceroutes let us retroactively watch as AT&T restored the Nashville access network, and discover that the PoP
required only one CRS router. Starting at 16:14 on December
26, the Nashville PoP appeared in paths forwarding traffic
to other backbone PoPs. Finally, on the morning of the 27th,
we again observed downstream access network COs in the
traceroute paths. Consistent with AT&T recovery reports [28],
it appears that AT&T initially restored only one CRS router
in the PoP along with its fiber connectivity, the minimum
needed to restore connectivity to the regional network. We
finally observed the second CRS router at 12:00 on December
28th, more than three days after the outage began.
While the bombing likely did not intentionally target the
AT&T facility [6], it suggests that intentional attacks could
similarly disrupt access network connectivity. AT&T appears
to use a single PoP to reach other regional access networks, for
instance Zhang et al. [1] found one entry PoP housing the two
CRS routers in another regional network as well. The outage
in Nashville also illustrates the risk of relying on a single
access network for many different critical services: a single
outage can disrupt nearly all communications in a geographic
area. Outages that affect entire regional networks can even
disconnect mobile networks [10], so LTE backup might not
provide the redundancy that many expect.

5.2

Case Studies: AggCO Outages

Next, we discuss an outage that disconnected all Spectrum
customers in the state of Maine, and another that degraded
service in AT&T’s San Diego access network.
Two Fiber Cuts Disconnect All Spectrum Customers in
Maine. On April 5, 2021, all Spectrum customers in Maine
stopped responding to our pings for two hours (Fig. 9). The
outage included 1518 /24 subnets, indicating a maximum of
388,608 residential customers. Spectrum disclosed that two
separate fiber cuts caused the state-wide outage:
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Figure 10: Spectrum’s Maine sub-region includes two AggCOs leading to every EdgeCO. Two fiber cuts disconnected
the AggCOs from the rest of the access network [30].

Figure 9: Spectrum customer IP addresses (red dots) were
disconnected throughout Maine. Geolocated with NetAcuity.
Backbone Routers

We’ve identified two separate fiber breaks in our network, impacting services for Spectrum customers in
Maine and New Hampshire... These separate breaks
have impacted our redundant path, which normally
serves as backup... [30]
This explanation is precisely consistent with our assumptions,
since it requires two fiber cuts to disconnect COs.
However, the press release does not indicate why two fiber
cuts could disconnect all Spectrum customers in Maine. Spectrum is the largest broadband ISP in the state of Maine, but
includes Maine in its larger Northeast regional access network.
From our map of Spectrum’s Northeast region (Fig. 10), we
learn that any IP packet sent to residential customers in Maine
must pass through one of two AggCOs in upstate New York.
From there, it goes to one of the two AggCOs in Maine. All
EdgeCOs in Maine connect to both of the Maine AggCOs,
and an EdgeCO needs a connection to only one of the two
AggCOs to remain connected to the access network.
The map reveals that fiber cuts between the Maine AggCOs and the entry AggCOs are the only scenario that could
disconnect all Maine customers from the Internet but not affect the rest of Spectrum’s Northeast regional access network.
Without that fiber connectivity, Spectrum customers in Maine
could not connect to the rest of the access network or reach
Spectrum’s backbone. Furthermore, our pings included some
Spectrum addresses connected to COs in upstate NY that did
not depend on the Maine AggCOs and remained reachable
throughout the outage.
Importantly, the outage confirms our hypothesis that the
effects of AggCO outages cascade to their downstream EdgeCOs. It also suggests that an attacker might have hours to

AggCO Routers

AT&T San Diego Regional Access Network

Figure 11: A partial outage appears to disconnect two AggCO
routers (red), but customers remained connected.

cut multiple fibers in different locations to cause large-scale
outages. The Maine EdgeCOs required only one connection
to the upstream AggCOs, but it took at least two hours to
bring customers back online, indicating it took Spectrum at
least two hours to fix one of the fiber cuts.
Degraded Service After AT&T AggCO Failure in San
Diego. We also examined a likely AggCO outage where the
2× redundancy maintained customer connectivity. According to our our map of the San Diego AT&T regional access
network (Fig. 11), all EdgeCOs connect to two of four AggCOs, which in turn connect to the two CRS routers in the
San Diego backbone PoP. On December 18, 2020, two of the
four AggCO routers disappeared from the Ark traceroutes
for 16 hours (shown in red), leaving only half of the IP-level
topology visible. The disappearance of these two AggCO
routers suggests that they became disconnected, yet the Ark
traceroutes continued to reach customers of the San Diego
access network through the remaining AggCO routers.
Although the redundancy maintained AT&T customer connectivity, it appears that the remaining path could not handle
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Figure 12: Single EdgeCO outages typically lasted 1–4.5
hours (a) and impacted 3–20K customers (b).

peak traffic demand. Between 19:00 and 22:00 local time,
Ark traceroutes inconsistently revealed the San Diego access
network CO routers. The most likely explanation is that the
increase in traffic during peak Internet usage hours congested
the remaining CO interconnections, degrading customer connectivity. This explanation is consistent with DownDetector
data [31] showing an increase in customer outage reports starting at the same time. This case shows shows that even when
redundancy prevents a widespread access network outage, an
attacker could still cause degraded service.

5.3

Spectrum Southern California Network
Figure 13: Multiple EdgeCO outage in Los Angeles, California affected up to 294,400 residential customers.

Case Studies: EdgeCOs Outages

In our study, EdgeCO outages without a corresponding AggCO outage occurred most commonly. Of those, 15 outages
disconnected all customers connected to multiple EdgeCOs,
and the remaining 49 outages affected a single EdgeCO. The
single EdgeCO outages help indicate the expected fallout
from an attack against an EdgeCO (Fig. 12); they typically
lasted 1–4.5 hours and affected 3–20K customers. We focus
specifically on a multi-CO Spectrum outage in Los Angeles
and a Comcast EdgeCO outage in Rio Vista.
Nearby Spectrum EdgeCO Outage in Los Angeles Without AggCO Failure. On February 2, 2021 we observed
evidence that EdgeCO outages are not always independent.
The outage spanned multiple Los Angeles EdgeCOs in Spectrum’s Southern California regional access network (Fig. 13),
but the outage did not appear to originate at an AggCO. Starting at 18:00 and lasting 30 minutes, the outage disconnected 8
EdgeCOs from their single upstream AggCO in Los Angeles
and degraded service to two other EdgeCOs. News reports
confirmed the outage and its duration [32], but Spectrum did
not publicly disclose the cause of the outage. This outage
shows that even connecting to two EdgeCOs might be insufficient, since an attacker might be able to disconnect nearby
COs simultaneously.
EdgeCO Outage Disconnected Customers From 911. An
outage in Rio Vista, California highlights that EdgeCO outages can affect customers in ways that customers might not
expect. At 08:50 on March 23, 2021, we observed a 40-minute
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Figure 14: EdgeCO outage in Comcast’s Bay Area regional
network, affecting 3K residential customers for 40 minutes.

Comcast EdgeCO outage in Rio Vista, California that disconnected up to 3,000 customer devices (Fig. 14). The Solano
Country Sheriff’s office reported the outage [33] to warn that
during the outage Comcast-provided phone service could not
reach 911 emergency services.

5.4

Security Takeaways

The outages and case studies illustrate three key access network properties that facilitate intentional attacks. (1) Combinations of power failures and fiber cuts frequently disconnect
COs, despite their redundant design. If an attacker can disrupt power or fiber connectivity, they will disconnect the CO.
(2) Residential customers are typically connected to a single
CO, and CO failures disconnect their connected customers.
Attackers can target a single EdgeCO to target customers
within the local geographic area. (3) Entire regional access

*
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black: far from cluster’s CO
colored: near cluster’s CO
Central Oﬃce (CO)

Figure 15: Three Florida CO locations from hazmat records.

networks can fail, as evidenced by the statewide outage in
Maine and the complete access network failures in northern
California and Nashville. Current access network design in
the U.S. allows an attacker to disrupt Internet communication for millions of people by targeting specific COs, without
hidden redundancy to maintain connections.
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Feasibility of Targeted Attacks

Our synthesis of topology mapping with case studies of real
outages demonstrates that attackers could disrupt Internet
connectivity with physical attacks on COs or last-mile links.
However, these case studies do not reveal if it is feasible
to perform a targeted attack to disrupt a specific entity or
geographic area. In this section, we show that attackers can
precisely locate COs and predict the affected geographic area.
Hazardous Materials Records Can Locate COs. Surprisingly, we find that safety regulations increase availability of
CO street addresses. To satisfy FCC backup power requirements [34], COs typically use on-site diesel generators and
battery cells as redundant power sources. These materials
pose fire hazards, so local authorities require the networks
to register the capacity and location of storage tanks and
other hazardous materials (hazmat) with regulatory bodies.
These records are often public [35–37], revealing CO street
addresses in a geographic area (Fig 15). We implemented
scripts to crawl hazmat records from four different regulators
in the US, demonstrating the accessibility of the data.
Wardrive to Predict Service Areas. Customers are not
necessarily served by the closest EdgeCO due to regulatory,

Figure 16: Inferred EdgeCOs for access points (APs) in a
San Diego ISP. Marker color identifies APs connected to the
same EdgeCO. Black lines indicate that the EdgeCO is not
the closest CO.

geographic, and financial constraints, but traceroutes in the target area can reveal the EdgeCO serving an area. Specifically,
an attacker can cluster access points to the EdgeCO serving
them using a “wardriving” approach to conduct traceroutes
via public WiFi access points (APs) in fast-food restaurants
and coffee shops, such as McDonald’s and Starbucks. As a
proof-of-concept, we conducted traceroutes from 114 public
WiFi APs in southwest San Diego County to a server in our
lab, and estimated the geographic service areas for each of
an ISP’s EdgeCOs (Fig. 16). Notably, 89% of the WiFi APs
connected to the geographically nearest EdgeCO.
Match CO Identifiers to Locations. Synthesizing the hazmat records with DNS names can reveal even richer CO
topology information. Some access networks include street or
neighborhood names as CO identifiers in the DNS hostnames
associated with access network router IP address. This allows
an attacker to match CO locations in hazmat records to the IP
addresses that traceroute reveals.
We matched the CO identifiers in a South Florida access
network to the street and city names in public hazmat records
(Fig. 17). We validated the mappings with network operators, who asked us to anonymize the network for operational
security reasons. This synthesis of physical and topological
access network maps reveals the AggCO locations and the
interconnections between the AggCO and EdgeCO locations.
For example, the map indicates that an attack against AggCOs
in Stuart and Pompano Beach could cause widespread outages
extending to Palm Beach and Miami.
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Figure 19: Causing both entry AggCOs to fail would disconnect over a million people in 59% of the regional access
networks we study.
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Figure 17: Map that combines hazmat records, DNS router
names, and network topology measurements. Green lines map
EdgeCOs (blue) to their corresponding AggCOs (red). Black
squares are EdgeCOs that we could not map to DNS names.
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Figure 20: An EdgeCO outage would disconnect thousands to
tens-of-thousands of customers for the EdgeCOs in our maps.
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Figure 18: COs with large-capacity backup tanks in a Florida
access network are located in highly populated areas.

For access networks without useful CO identifiers in their
DNS names, an attacker could also use the amount of registered fuel in the facilities to infer the aggregation level of
the proximate CO. Compared to EdgeCOs, AggCOs often
house equipment with greater power consumption that require
more backup fuel. Fig. 18 shows the locations and sizes of
backup diesel tanks at COs in a West Florida access network
overlaid on top of a population heat map. One facility in the
West Tampa neighborhood (dark blue circle) stands out due to
its exceptionally large tank size and the number of potential
customers nearby.
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Assessing Outage Potential

After reviewing actual outages, we examine outage potential
from intentional attacks based on the access network maps
and customers connected to each CO.

Customers in Each Regional Network. First, we examine
the potential fallout from an attack that disconnects an entire
access network, i.e., the entry AggCOs for the network. Nearly
all regional access networks in our maps rely exclusively on
two entry AggCOs to bridge customers to the Internet, and
we can often precisely locate them remotely. If an attacker
disables both entry AggCOs, it would disconnect more than
100K customers in all but a single region, and disconnect
over 1M wireline customers in 59% of the regions (Fig. 19).
The Nashville outage also showed that entire access network
outages can disconnect wireless customers that rely on the
access network to reach the mobile packet core. The potential
to disconnect millions of people, as well as other services that
rely on the access networks, makes the regional network itself
a compelling target for attack.
Customers Connected to EdgeCOs. EdgeCOs present a
softer target for intentional attack than AggCOs; operators
indicated they are typically less fortified and might not have
continual staff presence. According to our inferred maps, an
attack that disables an EdgeCO would disconnect thousands
or tens-of-thousands of customers for 92% of the EdgeCOs
(Fig. 20), with a median of 12.7K customers. While EdgeCO
failures disconnect their wireline residential and business customers, operators told us that wireless customers would often
remain connected through nearby cell towers.

Single AggCO

ISP 1

ISP 2

ISP 3

11.3%

31.3%

100%

Table 3: Percentage of customers that ultimately rely on a single AggCO or backbone PoP. These customers are especially
susceptible to natural and intentional disconnections.

Customers Reliant on Single AggCO. Finally, we analyze
the fraction of customers that rely on a single AggCO in
each network (Table 3), as these customers are especially
susceptible to natural outages or intentional attack. In ISP
3, all EdgeCOs connect to multiple AggCOs, but the two
regions we investigated rely on a single backbone PoP, so all
customers ultimately rely on a single facility. For ISPs 1 and
2, each region relies on multiple backbone PoPs. In ISP 1,
some of the smaller regions rely on a single entry AggCO
that connects to multiple backbone PoPs, and the customers
in these regions lack redundant paths. All of the ISP 2 regions
have multiple entry AggCOs, but many subregions connect
EdgeCOs to only one AggCO. This topology leaves 31.3% of
the customers reliant on a single AggCO, a nearly 3× increase
compared to ISP 1.
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Mitigations and Trade-offs

Our case studies and evaluation of targeted attacks reveal
that ISPs are often not prepared for physical attacks on their
regional infrastructure. We discussed the threat of intentional
physical attack against COs with network operators, who were
generally surprised at the level of detail we could reveal. The
operators agreed that the threats exist but were unsure how
to mitigate them cost effectively. In this section, we review
potential mitigations that we discussed with access network
operators, along with their perceived drawbacks, to inform
future efforts to better secure these critical networks.
Operators consider the possibility of targeted attacks but
face inherent tensions between the goals of decreasing the
cost and complexity of network deployment, operation, repair,
and defending against attacks. Our discussions revealed that
the primary concerns for network operators are the cost and
complexity of proposed mitigations, as well as retaining their
ability to recover from common failure modes. Proposed mitigations that do not account for these concerns are unlikely to
gain traction. Below we present the trade-offs operators identified in undertaking five potential mitigations to the attacks
we consider.
Hide Locations of Central Offices. The easiest way to
cause widespread outages is to find a CO and disconnect
either the power or fiber. There are two straightforward ways
to precisely locate a CO: searching around a targeted area for
the provider’s signage on buildings, or search public databases

Figure 21: A CO’s fiber and power are visible from the street.
to find records of buildings belonging to the targeted provider.
Providers can practice security through obscurity by hiding
the location of COs. This is an inexpensive way to hide the
infrastructure as the cost will primarily be labor to remove
signage from buildings. However, operators thought this could
introduce many hidden costs. Operators told us they rely
extensively on field technicians and contractors, and removing
signs from CO buildings will make it harder for them to easily
find the building in case of a problem. Operators also told
us that COs are often unstaffed, so signage helps the public
report problems to the ISP, such as when a building is on fire.
Similarly, providers can remove CO listings from public
databases to prevent an attacker from remotely learning CO
street addresses. However, the drawback is that public records
of fuel-spill accidents are important for public health and environmental protection, leading governments to mandate them.
There may be middle ground where some hazardous materials
listings are obfuscated in public records so as to not reveal
the purpose of the facility, or its owner. Costs would include
paying administrative staff to both obfuscate and reveal the
records when deemed necessary.
Hide CO Fiber/Power Lines. Once an attacker finds a CO
to target, it is easy to locate fiber and power serving that CO.
Fig. 21 shows an example of an EdgeCO that appears to have
multiple fibers and power entering its premises on one pole
just outside the CO entrance.
Burying the fiber and mains power into a CO—especially
some distance away—could prevent an attacker from immediately finding the power and transport after locating a CO.
Buried cables are also better protected from the elements than
aerial cables. Unfortunately, operators told us that the costs
of underground fiber ($25–75K per mile [38, 39]) and power
(∼$500k per mile [40]) are significant. Additionally underground cables are considerably more expensive to repair.
ISPs also label their fiber infrastructure with tags, including
underground cable runs, and removing labels from fiber runs
would make it harder for attackers to identify fiber belonging
to a particular ISP. Operators told us they label the fiber to

prevent accidents and shorten repair time, so removing the
labels would likely increase the number and duration of outages due to more common failure modes. This change also
introduces the cost of removing labels on splice boxes placed
at least every ∼1,000 ft along fiber runs [41].
Increase Last-mile Redundancy. Some access networks
do not include redundancy in their shared last-mile links, so
a single fiber cut can take thousands of customers offline.
Providers could add last-mile redundancy by adding a redundant connection back to the EdgeCO using a ring topology.
The primary cost would be the extra network interfaces in the
EdgeCOs(∼$24K per 20K customers for CMTS [42]) and redeploying last-mile fiber in a ring. ISPs could further improve
redundancy by connecting customers to two EdgeCOs rather
than one. Operators told us that some business customers
pay to connect to multiple EdgeCOs, but that doing so for all
customers is cost prohibitive.
Another approach is adding backup cellular connectivity to
customer premises equipment. Costs include modem equipment and service plans. However, ISPs need to ensure the
cellular backup link fails independently. This requires ISPs to
provide more transparency about how their wireline access
network is used for backhaul in mobile networks.
Make Access Networks Passive. COs depend on both
power and fiber for connectivity. Removing the dependency
on power would make networks more resilient, and remove
an attack vector. Passive network equipment (e.g., optical
splitters) are already used in the last mile. It may also be
feasible to replace powered routers and CMTSes in EdgeCOs
with entirely passive components driven by an AggCO. This
technology has not yet been developed, and likely requires
longer-term research to develop new passive network technologies. This solution would also incur the cost of upgrading
network infrastructure across EdgeCOs.
Hide Access Networks in Measurements. As we demonstrate, an attacker could learn physical topology from wardriving while performing ICMP traceroutes. It is possible to randomize IP address assignment within a given region making
it more difficult for an attacker to geolocate infrastructure
and users, but operators told us that doing so adds significant
network management complexity. ISPs could also disable
ICMP responses from their router infrastructure and remove
reverse DNS, an inexpensive mitigation. However, this has a
key drawback: operators told us that they and their customers
rely on traceroute and reverse DNS to troubleshoot and diagnose problems. Also, we demonstrate that it remains possible
to find COs with other methods (§6).
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Related Work

The Internet is designed to be able to route around failures [43], yet large-scale failures are known to occur [20,

22, 44, 45]. Diverse factors cause failures including human
error [46, 47], natural phenomena such as earthquakes [48],
weather [20], solar activity [49], and equipment failure [50].
Our study focuses on vulnerabilities in access networks, since
failures in these networks are challenging to route around.
Attempts to map topological diversity and understand physical network infrastructure vulnerabilities typically focused
on backbone networks [51–56] and submarine cable networks [57, 58]. Analytic and probabilistic models were proposed to estimate the risk and survivability of physical attacks [59–61] and natural disasters [62–64]. Our study focuses
on the topological diversity of regional access networks; we
localized failures to specific EdgeCOs and AggCOs to inform
a risk assessment of access network deployments.
This work builds on prior investigations into cyber attacks
on related critical infrastructure: the electric grid. Internet access relies on power, and these prior threat assessments reveal
how an attacker can force access networks to rely on backup
power sources. Researchers found vulnerabilities in SCADA
systems that manage electricity networks [65–68], and realworld attacks that caused electricity outages for hundreds of
thousands of endpoints [69, 70]. They also examined how
an attacker can coordinate demand attacks over the Internet
to cause cascading power grid failures [71–73]. Since these
attacks require Internet connectivity to execute, this work
provides some insight into how the power redundancy built
into access networks may make it possible for an attacker to
continue performing an attack even as it causes parts of the
access network to lose power.
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Conclusions

Although successful attacks on access networks require sophistication and planning, their impact on modern society—
disconnecting critical infrastructure and economic activity—
suggests that motivation for such attacks will increase. Given
the increase in interdependence with other critical services,
we believe our approach to considering resilience of this
infrastructure must evolve. As with other critical ecosystems [73, 74], it would be better not to wait for high-profile
attacks before undertaking this effort.
Our empirical approach combined new techniques for analyzing access network infrastructure deployments with measurements of weather-induced and accidental large-scale outages to quantify the potential cascading impact of targeted
attacks. We discovered new insights into the physical attack
surfaces and resiliency limit of regional access network infrastructure. We also analyzed approaches to mitigating risks we
identified, and associated tradeoffs in terms of cost and management complexity. Our results can inform risk assessments
and reconsideration of approaches to safeguard this critical
infrastructure on which our lives now depend.
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